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In the Spring of 2014, Russian-speaking Ukrainians found themselves in an existential crisis: the 
core institutional understandings that structured their polity had disintegrated.  In this paper we 
demonstrate that a description of events reflecting the political position of the Kremlin quickly 
arose, and was challenged by an alternative description of events. These competitive attempts to 
create a shared understanding of the national narrative constitutes a classic “war of position”, 
originally analyzed by Antonio Gramsci.  Wars of position are ancient, but the ability to track them 
as they develop, by identifying geotagged tweets that belong to the competing discourses and 
assigning their authors demographic identifiers, is new.  We find that Russian political hegemony 
in the Eastern region of Ukraine is weaker than area experts assume. 
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Introduction 

In the Spring of 2014, Russian-speaking Ukrainians found themselves in an existential crisis.  

Core institutional understandings that structured the polity for the Russian-speaking Ukrainians 

had disintegrated, including not only the machinery of the Party of Regions, which had served as 

a preference-aggregator for many citizens, but also more fundamental understandings, such as 

the normative assumption that power would rotate via regular elections, or the assumption that 

the country’s interstate borders were inviolable.  The hegemonic narrative that would be 

rendered in the collective social memory was in the process of being written.  No one knew what 

story future generations would be telling themselves to make sense of the upheavals. 

While contemporary political scientists have tended to focus on the physical domain of 

war, the research community has long understood that physical conflict in three-dimensional 

space is only one aspect of war.  Karl Von Clausewitz argued that the psychological state of a 

population was inseparable from its ability to wage war.1  The politics of identify formation 

against a backdrop of militarized ideational and ideological competition has long been an 

important subject for international relations scholars and practitioners, but one that has lacked 

attention due to the difficulties associated with studying these subjects systematically.  In this 

paper, we argue that Antonio Gramsci (1933) would have recognized in Ukraine a war of 

position: contested interpretations of reality, competitively attempting to repair the ideological 

superstructure after “incurable contradictions” had been revealed by the momentum of events.2  

The process is contested and competitive, as thousands of different social actors use their words 

                                                      
1 See Paret (1986), especially 199-205. 
2 Lustick (1993), 122. Antonio Gramsci adapted the metaphor of a war of position, which comes 

from military strategy and describes a certain kind of military battle, to the sphere of ideological 

contestation – see for example Gramsci (1933) 125-9, 149-55, 157-8, or 232-9.  Wars of position 

are contrasted with a wars of maneuver, as shall be discussed in the main text below. 
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– broadcast on radio and television, written in newspapers, books, academic papers, as well as on 

the internet – to attempt to push a particular narrative toward hegemonic status.  Unlike past wars 

of position, however, today it is possible to employ social media data to track shifting social 

attitudes, in near-real time, as the war of words unfolds. 

Our approach in this paper is to analyze a subset of Twitter data: 6.8 million tweets 

generated within the territorial borders of Ukraine between February 22 and August 28, 2014.  

Russian-speakers residing within Eastern Ukraine attempted to steer the narrative with online 

speech acts.  Whether or not it was reasonable to believe that the attempts to change minds via 

social media would be successful, individuated attempts to change minds in this way can be 

tracked using a mix of search algorithms and human coding.  Production patterns over space and 

time are informative, and provide a novel method of documenting an ideological framing contest 

as it develops.  We use these data to make inferences about the efficacy of two competing 

hegemonic projects – a “Western” and “Russian” candidate for master narrative, neither of which 

was hegemonic at the time of our study, but both of which were attempting to be.  

Using spontaneously generated Twitter data we map the war of position in Ukraine 

across time and space in the months after the Maidan events.  Trends conform with geopolitical 

priors.  The Russian-government narrative was more likely to be disseminated by Russian-

speaking Ukrainians who live in the parts of the country that are historically associated with 

Novorossiya.  A countervailing Western narrative dominates Russian-language discourse 

patterns overall – evidence that pro-Ukrainian nationalists were “shouting down” their pro-

Russian counterparts.  The far-Western parts of the country around Lviv – historical Habsburg 

territorial claims – is one center of Western narrative production, but the Western narrative is 

quite strong in the center and militarily contested eastern oblasts of the country as well.   
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By supplementing machine learning algorithms with human coding teams, we also 

demonstrate that the ironic use of pro-Russian narrative keywords correlated in time and space 

with the earnest use of pro-Russian narrative keywords.  Reposting others’ language in a way 

meant to draw attention to logical inconsistences or political bias – a behavior colloquially 

known as “trolling” – was ubiquitous in the sample used for analysis in this study.3  Among 

ourselves, we use the analogy of white blood cells attacking a virus, as decentralized pro-

Western Russian-speaking Ukrainians pushed a counter-narrative, mocking the content of 

invasive propaganda by aping its form.  Our central finding is that Russian political hegemony in 

the Eastern region of Ukraine associated with historical Novorossiya is stronger than in the rest 

of Ukraine, but is weaker even in the East than area experts assumed at the time.   Indeed, the 

overall picture that emerges is of a heterogeneous set of political beliefs within the Russian-

speaking world (the Russki Mir).  Online social media behavior reveals widespread spontaneous 

social resistance to the hegemonic project that Putin’s government was advancing at the time.  

Our method aims to make legible social dissent that occurs beneath the surface of the East-West 

division – what Kalyvas (2006: 14, 389) calls the “master cleavage” – that usually frames the 

ongoing conflict in Ukraine.  Our findings can explain why even well-informed outside analysts 

are likely to be misled: strategic locals are constantly competing in narrative production efforts.   

The paper proceeds in five parts.  The first section provides background information on 

the 2014 political crisis in Ukraine.  A second section introduces our theory and four research 

hypotheses.  A third section presents our empirical strategy and data.  Hypotheses are examined 

in the fourth section, and a final section summarizes of the study’s implications. 

                                                      
3 Consider the layers of irony embedded the following phrase: “This is a moment that you do not 
want to be seen celebrating, because people celebrating victory over fascism are dangerous, as 

fascists.”  A machine-learning keyword search programmed on the assumption that references to 

“fascist” are imply a pro-Russian bias would completely misread user intent. 
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1. A Primer on the Maidan Events: Ukraine Since 2014 

In a critical review essay, Tufekci (2014) notes that many published studies of social 

media fail to account for how significant offline events interact with observed online behaviors.  

This makes real world events (“field events”) omitted variables for many studies.  Our study is 

an explicit attempt to match significant offline events in Ukrainian politics to patterns in social 

media behaviors after the collapse of Ukrainian state institutions.  Background on the study site, 

and a sketch of a few relevant offline events, is thus necessary as a preamble to research design.  

Ukraine achieved independence from the Soviet Union in 1991 and relations with Russia 

normalized quickly, as Ukraine voluntarily disarmed its nuclear arsenal and Russia pledged to 

respect Ukraine’s territorial integrity in The Treaty of Friendship Cooperation and Partnership. 4   

Since Ukrainian independence, the mixed ethnic demography of Ukraine has been a classic “dog 

that did not bark” – a non-conflict in a deeply divided polity where ethnic entrepreneurialism 

might have been tempting.  The polity is often divided by academic shorthand into groups that 

break down along territorial lines: Central and Western Ukrainians that speak Ukrainian, Eastern 

and Southern Ukrainians that speak Russian, and Russians residing in Eastern Ukraine that speak 

Russian.  Since independence, power in Ukraine essentially rotated between polarized elites in 

the West and the Russophone Party of Regions in the East, with the party out-of-power 

maintaining a soft veto over many aspects of policy.  The demographic and cultural legacy of the 

Soviet experience is widely-felt.  Most Ukrainians speak Russian.  Many receive their news from 

Russian television.  Travel between Ukraine and Russia typically does not require a visa. 

                                                      
4 Posen (1993:42) famously speculated that in the early 1990s mutual deterrence –widely-shared 

expectations of military intervention by Russia in the event of ethnic war and a possibility of 

nuclear escalation, since Ukraine had inherited a nuclear arsenal – stabilized the state. 
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In the quarter century since the end of the Cold War, relative economic decline in Russia 

is contrasted with persistent economic productivity in, and associated cultural “soft” power 

projection by, Western Europe.  Economic dislocations amplified Ukraine’s latent “East-West” 

division.5  In November of 2013 Ukrainian President Viktor Yanukovych, a representative of the 

Party of Regions, declined to sign an association agreement with the European Union (EU) in 

favor of exploring membership in Russia's Eurasian Economic Union (EEU).  Galvanized by the 

prospect of a geopolitical pivot toward Russia, a wide coalition of civil society groups organized 

protests.  Weeks of escalation culminated in prolonged violent clashes with state security forces 

in Maidan Square at the heart of Kyiv – a complex set of events that we shall subsequently refer 

to as “The Maidan Events” in this paper.6  On February 22 citizens awoke to find that President 

Yanukovych had unexpectedly fled the country in the middle of the night.   

On February 27, Russian special forces seized the Crimean Peninsula.  A referendum was 

organized for March 15, and the territory has been subsequently absorbed into the territory of 

Russia according to official Russian government demarcations of their national territory.  In 

response to the annexation of Crimea and the impotence of the Ukrainian state to do much about 

it, militias self-organized.7  Dozens of militias declared autonomous “People's Republics” in 

Ukraine’s East.  Many organized haphazard popular referenda, hoping to receive assistance from 

Moscow.  Military assistance was offered to some rebels and pro-Russian separatists in the 

Donbas region of Ukraine, which proceeded to inflict humiliating losses on the Ukrainian 

military, but support within Ukraine for a broader separatist project, centered on historical 

                                                      
5 See Zukhov (2016), as well as Nye (2004), 75-83. Huntington (1996), 165-8.   
6 The preferred terminology of the U.S. State Department is “The Revolution of Dignity,” and 

see also McFaul (20160.  For a compilation of “alternative facts” on the Maidan events, see for 
instance Katchanovski (2016). 
7 Kramer (2014), Roth (2014a); Roth (2014b); and Smale and Roth (2014).  
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Novorossiya, failed to materialize.8  Lines of territorial control in the Donbas region of Ukraine’s 

East stabilized in the summer of 2014 and have barely budged since.9 

Putin’s government has expressed fears of encirclement by NATO and treats Ukraine as a 

theater in a zero-sum militarized conflict.  Information operations are a part of the war.  Since the 

majority of citizens in Ukraine are functionally fluent in Russian and receive their news about 

politics primarily from television, television is a weapon.  The dominant narrative within the 

Russian-language space in the Spring of 2014, voiced at every level of Russia’s government and 

repeated constantly on state-controlled media, was that Russian-speaking Ukrainians were 

hostages trapped in a state whose politics had been hijacked by a conspiracy of right-wing forces 

coordinated by Western intelligence agencies.  Russian-language media promulgated a clear 

script, complete with heroes and villains, frames and provocative metaphors, in order to create 

focal points for Ukrainian citizens who wished to “opt out” of the Ukrainian state project.   The 

Russian narrative emphasizes four components: 1) a coup had taken place in Kyiv in February of 

2014; 2) fascists had seized the Ukrainian state apparatus; 3) analogies to World War II, linking 

“NATO” with “Nazis” using constant consonant repetition; and 4) overt anti-Americanism.10  

For this narrative, the root cause of the conflict is Western meddling in Russia’s sphere of 

influence.  Under the aegis of “democracy promotion” policies, it is claimed, certain social actors 

now feel empowered to challenge legitimate state institutions with street power if they do not 

achieve their policy preferences.   The ill-considered 2008 Bucharest Declaration by NATO that 

Ukraine would someday be a member was also see as provocative. Western governments, it is 

argued, emboldened street protesters by employing selective vision, ignoring the role of far-right 

                                                      
8 O’ Loughlin et. al. (2016), 16-17. 
9 Zukhov (2016). 
10 See Cottiero et al. (2015) and Toal and O’Loughlin (2015). 
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parties as instigators of the Maidan events, and have subsequently ignored the culpability of key 

Ukrainian figures in the decision to escalate the war.11  The Kremlin now admits it used the post-

Maidan confusion as a proximate justification for military intervention into Crimea, but sees the 

matter as closed.12 Well-educated “Westernized” Russian-speakers – even those that are not 

particularly friendly towards Putin’s regime – will not hesitate to assert that the Maidan protests 

were engineered by the West, and will treat arguments to the contrary as naïve.  This narrative 

has already taken root in Eurasian social memory.  Tens of millions of Russian-speakers live on 

territory of countries that were formerly a part of the Soviet Union.  Most of these citizens get 

their news primarily from television, so unlike the bottom-up process of strategic self-selection 

into ideological “media bubbles” which has been documented in the United States, state 

censorship has created what amounts to a hermetically-sealed Russian-language media bubble 

which ensures that that the version of events described in the previous paragraph is functionally 

unchallenged.13  It is hegemonic, and likely to remain so, in places as geographically diverse as 

St. Petersburg, Siberia, Azerbaijan, and Kazakhstan. The shared understandings that ground this 

narrative also have geopolitical prescriptions, well-summarized by Walt (2015): If the conflict in 

                                                      
11 For evidence on the role far-right in organizing the Maidan events, and, at least as importantly, 

for the absence of evidence that the ruling Party of Regions had very much ability to mobilize a 

street power “ground game” that could compete these far-right forces, see Ishchenko (2016).   
12 The mainstream interpretation within Russia is that Crimea’s incorporation represents an 
overdue homecoming for territory that should have always been a part of Russia, and is anyway 

a legitimate, locally popular, and a good strategy to checkmating NATO’s expansion.  Hundreds 

of high production value media artifacts were created, scripted and promulgated in Russian by 

Russian television stations, all of which framed the crisis as the fault of NATO governments in 

partnership with fringe far-right Ukrainian social forces.  Its proponents would probably argue 

that academic language such as “war of maneuver” is a euphemism for what ought to be 

described bluntly as a CIA coup – implying that the Crimea seizure was a defensive response.   
13 This point has been argued in various ways by Triesman (2011), 595; Pomerantsev (2014), 5; 

Dawisha (2014), 274, 276-80, 336-9. 
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Ukraine has geopolitical roots in Western policy, the onus must be on Western governments to 

cease antagonistic policies, such as dangling NATO and EU expansion to Ukraine. 

A counter-narrative, opposed to the first, is currently hegemonic and will likely remain so 

in the English-language speaking world.  It is a narrative that denies many of the core premises 

of the first narrative’s claims, usually locating blame for the crisis on Putin.  Russia’s actions are 

described as criminal and certainly not defensive.  This narrative is familiar to most readers of 

this article so will not be described further, except to note that Ukrainian citizens quickly 

developed a personal stake in this war of position in 2014.  After all, if the first narrative were to 

become hegemonic among a wide stratum of self-defined ethnic Russians and Russian-speaking 

Ukrainians, it would give pro-Russian separatist forces a material advantage in the ongoing war 

of maneuver over the nature of the Ukrainian regime (in particular, the question of the extent to 

which the ideology represented by the Maidan events would be institutionalized or reversed).14 

The Maidan events are recalled as an indigenous uprising, analogous to the events of 1989.  This 

narrative insists that encirclement of Russia is simply not a Western policy goal.  The Western 

narrative emerged without as much centralized direction, so is in many ways harder to generalize 

about, but has the following components: 1) a broad-based, non-violent social revolution against 

an illegitimate government had taken place that represents the popular will of the Ukrainian 

polity; 2) Russia had responded to the loss of their Party of Regions clients by illegally invading 

Crimea; and then 3) encouraging the formation of militia units in Donbas. 

The counter-narrative is also calibrated to guide geopolitical action.  If descriptions of 

events in Ukraine are organized around linguistic focal points such as “sovereignty,” “dignity,” 

“invasion,” “occupation,” and “terrorism,” it could have the effect of compelling Western 

                                                      
14 Gramsci (1933), 228-241. 
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attention to Ukraine in a way that strengthens the Ukrainian government’s bargaining position.  

As such, a global war of position over the interpretation of events in Ukraine that will be 

hegemonic is underway.  Multilingual academics, journalists, diplomats, and concerned citizens 

re the strategic actors.15  The practical result is a bifurcated discourse with certain keywords – 

“coup,” “fascist,” “invasion,” and “terrorist” -- as mutually-acknowledged trench-lines in an 

ongoing war of position.16  The existential political stakes reinforce high levels of polarization 

between Russian-speaking civilians on either side.  The absence of a shared language to describe 

events by the non-rotating members of the United Nations Security Council is an ongoing barrier 

to conflict resolution.  The two competing “narrative tracks” are summarized in Table 1.   

 

[TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE] 

This global aspect of the war of position is beyond the scope of this study.  We restrict 

our analysis to intra-Russki Mir (“Russian World”) social behaviors within territorial Ukraine: 

Decisions by Ukrainians to wage a war of position in the Russian language, nudging their social 

network towards compliance with a post-Maidan government or towards social resistance to the 

project.  All of the inferences in our paper are drawn from a sample of primarily Russian-

language behaviors on Twitter, all generated within Ukraine.  This is not a study of Ukrainian 

public opinion so much as a study of social media behaviors by the portion of the Russki Mir that 

                                                      
15 What does the global war mean in practice?  Normative baggage is regularly loaded into basic 

descriptions of events by journalists and academics.  Strategic misinformation and slanted 

journalistic coverage (not obviously in the service of any state policy) continue to contribute to 

the fog of war.  And social science writing on the crisis is almost always explicitly prescriptive, 

produced for consumption by policymakers around the globe.  For prominent examples of 

academic exercises that self-consciously engage in the war of position in this way, see Darden 

(2014), Mearsheimer (2014), Beissinger (2015), McFaul (2014) and Snyder (2016).    
16 See Lustick (1993), 24, 26-56. While the empirical strategy in this paper exploits the existence 

of mutually incompatible narratives, our intent is not to celebrate or inflame misunderstandings. 
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could easily imagine itself to be beached within Ukraine. The script that Russian-speaking 

Ukrainians were being handed by Russian state-influenced media pressed a clear narrative of 

grievance, with heroes and villains.  What is new about social media is that we can monitor 

individuals’ attempts to perform the script they were handed.  

 

2. Theory: A War of Position in the Russki Mir 

We take as a point of departure the stylized fact that for a few months in 2014, after the 

sudden departure of Viktor Yanukovych, many different communities of citizens residing within 

Ukraine understood that they could “choose to commit violence, or abstain from it … without the 

clouding features of legal constraint.”17 Russian-speakers were handed two mutually-exclusive 

scripts by which one could perform nationalist loyalty on offer.18 Gramsci (1933) famously used 

military metaphors to theorize processes of large-scale ideological change, distinguishing wars of 

movement from wars of position. Lustick (1993: 122) summarizes the distinction: 

A “war of position” entails political competition over which ideas and values will be 
accepted by leading strata of a state as the “concrete fantasy” that will achieve hegemonic 
status.  Though such struggles are subtle, nonviolent, and conducted as much in the press 

and in educational and religious institutions as in the political arena, their outcome is of 

far-reaching importance.  For whatever particular interpretation of reality is contained in 

the set of conceptions enshrined as hegemonic will decisively advantage certain groups by 

privileging their particular preferences and attitudes as unassailable assumptions of 

community life.  By linking particular conceptions and preferences to commonsensically 

established myths, symbols, and categories, hegemonic ideas camouflage particular 

distributions of power.  “Wars of movement,” on the other hand, refer to the direct clash of 

interests that surround acute crises, when governments or regimes can change hands as a 

result of illegal or semi-legal actions by political groups. 

 

While the Maidan Events and the subsequent armed conflicts over the borders of Ukraine can be 

understood as a war of movement, attempts to interpret these ongoing events by participants – 

                                                      
17 Petersen (2002), 12. 
18 Kudelia (2016). 
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particularly interpretative attempts that impel the formation of an ideology, a party, or a 

particular kind of action on the part of the speaker or the listener – can be understood as a war of 

position, the phenomenon that we shall document for the rest of this paper. 19  A war of position 

can occur far from the battlefields, as sophisticated political actors competitively describe events 

with mutually-incompatible frames.20 Ikenberry and Kupchan (1990) argue that norms must 

spread within the political elite if they are to affect state behaviors in a meaningful way.  But 

rather than focus on the uptake of beliefs by these elites, following Lustick (1993: 123, 302), our 

approach is to focus attention on the activities of political entrepreneurs as they attempt to shape 

both mass and elite opinion. Analyzing wars of position in this way is important especially in the 

“regime phase” of territorial realignment – when the borders of a state are being violently 

disputed, the nature of a regime is contested and “the stipulated rules for legal political 

competition and control of the mechanisms for their enforcement” are in flux. 

Russia has long been assumed to possesses a comparative advantage in the production of 

what Strange (1987) would call structural power of knowledge creation in much of the territory 

that comprises Eastern Ukraine.21  Electoral maps for every parliamentary and presidential 

election since Ukrainian independence reveal distinct voting blocs in the country’s west and east, 

who elect representatives with divergent policy preferences.22 Though most Ukrainians are fluent 

in Russian, families residing in the East are more likely than Western counterparts to send their 

children to university in Russia and to voice beliefs that the breakup of the USSR was a tragedy.  

                                                      
19 Lustick (1993), 22-4, 41-5, 53-56, 121-23, 184, 302, 344.  The author’s discussion of 
state boundaries as focal points for violence on 38-9 is very relevant to the Ukraine case.   
20 Gramsci (1933) 144-158.   
21 Western Ukrainian nationalism has historically presented itself self-consciously as “counter-
hegemonic” vis-à-vis Russia for this reason.  See Arel (2014). 
22 Arel (2002), Barrington and Herron (2004), Craumer and Clem (2005), Constant et. al.  (2011, 

2012), Frye (2014), and especially Darden and Grzymala-Busse (2006), 90-110. 
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Darden and Grzymala-Busse (2006) demonstrate that the division between “Habsburg 

Ukraine” in Western Galicia and “Russian Ukraine” East of the Dnieper River has had wide-

ranging consequences for society in Eastern and Western Ukraine, manifesting as differentiated 

understandings between the appropriate valuations of Soviet-provided public goods 

(industrialization and electrification) and a bifurcated social memory generally.23  There are 

intuitive reasons, therefore, to hypothesize that the war of position among Russian-speakers 

should have different dynamics in Ukraine’s east and Ukraine’s west.  Since the Russian 

government functionally controls the content on Russian-language television, and a consistent 

message was emphasizing the illegitimacy of the regime change brought on by the Maidan 

events, most area experts assumed that these inherited historical patterns would be strongly 

predictive of anti-Kyiv sentiment – and perhaps even rebellion, if Russian-speakers felt that they 

could reasonably expect Russian military assistance.24  Our prior expectation was that Russian-

speaking Ukrainians in different parts of Ukraine would talk about the same events differently: 

 

H1: The Novorossiya Hypothesis: In the Oblasts of Ukraine that were formerly part of the 

Russian Empire (Odessa, Mykolayiv, Crimea, Kherson, Dnipropetrovs'k, Zaporizhzhia, Kharkiv, 

Donets’k, and Luhansk), Russian-speaking Ukrainian citizens should be more likely to 

internalize and reproduce the Russian version of contested political events. 

 

                                                      
23 Smith (1994) 381.  See also Laitin (1986) 101, and Chapter 10 generally. 
24 Subsequent to Russia’s decision to formally incorporate the annexed Crimean Peninsula into 

Russian territory, President Vladimir Putin stated: “I would like to remind you that what was 
called Novorossiya, back in the tsarist days, Kharkov, Kugansk, Donets’k, Kherson, Nikolayev, 

and Odessa were not part of Ukraine back then.  The territories were given to Ukraine in the 

1920s by the Soviet government. … Why?  God only knows?”  See also Darden (2014). 
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H2: The Habsburg Ukraine Hypothesis: In the Oblasts of Ukraine that were formerly a part of 

the Habsburg Empire (Zakarpatska, Lviv, Ivano-Frankivsk, Ternopil, and Chernivtsi), Russian-

speaking Ukrainian citizens should be less likely to internalize and reproduce the Russian 

version of contested political events. 

 

Beyond these country-specific geographic controls, what else might be expected in a 

modern-day war of position?  It is not entirely clear.  Writing in the 1930s, Gramsci (1933:195) 

could dimly foresee that technological changes would cause the processes he was theorizing to 

“move faster” in the future, so his original theory is not specified with sufficient precision to 

make more granular predictions about how wars of position ought to unfold in an era of social 

media.  Our study may be the first to examine a hegemonic war of position on social media in the 

immediate aftermath of state collapse and the de jure revision of interstate borders.  Much of the 

remainder of our empirical inquiry is devoted to a basic question: whether or not the war of 

position can be tracked by respondent location.  It is plausible that spreading content through 

one’s social network is analogous to shouting and hoping to be overheard.  If so, individuals are 

basically reproducing off-line discourse on-line.  It is also plausible that individuals are taking 

advantage of new technologies that allow private individuals to self-publish instantly, at 

negligible cost and with no editorial filter, trying to project their charismatic authority over great 

distances.25  Adversaries in different parts of an Internet-enabled country can (and do) argue, in 

real time, over interpretations of events that are not physically proximate to either interlocutor.      

                                                      
25 Warren (2015) contrasts emergent social media technologies with old media by noting the 

possibility of highly-fragmented and personalized information streams on social media, with 

wars of position potentially taking place in real time across vast distances.   
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In either case, whether or not social actors actually shape the opinions of an audience is 

less relevant to our account than their aspiration to do so.  Strategic responses by citizens 

attempting to participate in an information war who see themselves as “fighting back” against 

efforts change the story that is being told in both cases.  If a counter-hegemonic war of position 

is emerging on the ground, then we should expect spatial correlation in narrative production.  If, 

on the other hand, participants in Twitter are simply responding to the news and competing in a 

completely de-territorialized virtual space, time should be the better predictor.  We had no priors 

on which of these behaviors would dominate in our sample prior to empirical investigation. 

 

H3: The Wars of Position By Geography Hypothesis: The prevalence of “anti-Russian” 

Russian-language speech acts should be higher in the same parts of the country that pro-Russian 

government speech acts are taking place. 

 

H4: The Wars of Position By Event Hypothesis: The prevalence of “anti-Russian” Russian-

language speech acts should be higher at the same time that pro-Russian government speech 

acts are taking place. 

 

3. Data and Methods 

Individuals across the world routinely record and share their lives online using platforms 

such as YouTube, Reddit, LinkedIn, Facebook, and Twitter.  Since social media data lowers 
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transaction costs associated with generating collective action, social scientists are beginning to 

use these data to make inferences about politically important offline events.26  

 

3a. Why Study Social Media Behaviors in Ukraine? 

There are important hurdles associated with the uptake of “big data” within political 

science.27  One problem is sample bias.   Social media users may be sufficiently different from 

the population of non-users that generalizations based on these kinds of are just wrong.28  A 

second concern is that it is hard to interpret silences, and easier to measure extreme pockets of 

“fringe” belief than the beliefs of moderate in the middle.  Analysis of non-response, “don’t 

know” and “refuse-to-answer” patterns in a survey can be highly informative with well-designed 

surveys, but it is not clear that there is an analogue in social media production.29  Third, there is a 

problem of cheap talk.  What people say online may sometimes be an insincere performance, 

reflecting something other than deeply-held beliefs that would guide actions.   Many scholars 

have been hesitant to connect online behaviors to real political outcomes for reasons other than 

these, but since our methods are very new, these three problems deserve attention up front. 

The concern about the representativeness of the Twitter sample is more or less salient 

depending upon the research question.  Social media over-represents youth opinion, and “being 

                                                      
26 The promise is that this new data can provide a window into activity as it happens, such as 

mood shifts (Golder and Macy 2011), unemployment rates (Llorente et al. 2014) health 

outcomes (Chew and Eysenbach 2010; Davidson, Haim, and Radin 2015), stock market changes 

(Bollen, Mao, and Zeng 2011), and crime (Gerber 2014).  These activities include outcomes of 

interest to political scientists: social media can be used to measure the ideology of voters 

(Barbera 2015), to compare foreign policy beliefs across countries (Zeitzoff et. al. 2015), 

mobilize voters (Bond 2012), and to examine dynamics of contention (Aday et. al. 2012; 

Metzger et. al. 2015, Steinert-Threlkeld et. al. 2015; Steinert-Threlkeld 2017). 
27 “Big data” is a marketing term with no clear definition.  A more precise definition for this 
paper’s data would be “user-generated data,” but we use the colloquial term for familiarity.  
28 Hill (2015), Malik et al. (2015) 
29 See Driscoll and Hidalgo (2014). 
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political” on social media is a decision that is only made by an unrepresentative subset of 

politically active Ukrainians (who are an unrepresentative subset of the overall Ukrainian 

population).  If the subject is political beliefs but the terminal dependent variable of interest is 

voting behavior in a society where voter turnout among the elderly is important, a Twitter sample 

may not be particularly informative.  For our purposes, however, youth behaviors are interesting 

and informative.  The beliefs of young people who might be potential militia recruits are 

especially salient when there is suddenly no government capable of making arrests.30 

Similarly, the exclusion of moderate voices from our sample is not a concern for a study 

of a war of position.  We are primarily interested in the political behaviors of people who believe 

that they engaged in an existential battle and are explicitly engaging, cooperatively or as 

adversaries, with other extremists online.  A sample that includes only those rare, socially un-

representative brokers with willingness and ability to attempt to change other peoples’ minds 

using rhetoric, humor, and shame is appropriate to our research question.31  

We are specifically interested in social media production that has three characteristics: it 

should occur in Russian, it should emphasize conflictual or competitive trans-historical 

processes, and it should contain coded information that suggests that those who are attempting to 

spread the Western or Russian narrative are either in need of solidarity or are not trustworthy.32  

                                                      
30 Following Petersen (2001), we are interested the young because they comprise the social 

milieu most willing to engage in risky activism and neighborhood acts of violence (“+2 
behaviors”).  In Petersen’s framework, these actors weigh risks and rewards of such behavior by 
weighing the risk they would be caught and prosecuted, and make inferences by carefully 

tracking lower-cost, low-risk behaviors within their immediate social network (“+1 behaviors”), 
such as scrawling graffiti on a wall.  We consider posting on social media analogous to graffiti in 

most relevant respects.  For alternative mechanisms linking age and violence see Mueller (2000).   
31 For an eloquent defense of the claim that the behaviors of this small and unrepresentative part 

of the population is particularly useful and informative, see Gramsci (1933), 193-5 and 265-6. 
32 Lupia and McCubbins (1998) note the importance of trustworthiness as one of the three 

prerequisites of meaningful communication (alongside costly signaling and expert knowledge).   
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When individuals spread information of this kind, they often believe themselves to be engaging 

in brokerage: “the linking of two or more currently unconnected social sites by a unit that 

mediates their relations with each other and/or with yet another site … [to] create new collective 

actors.” 33  In Ukraine, for instance, signaling shared acceptance of exclusionary labels (e.g., 

racial slurs towards either ethnic Ukrainian or Russians, “terrorist," “fascist”) demarcate the 

limits of acceptable political coalition-building projects.  Use of language in this way is an 

expressive political act, often the result of a calculated attempt to use words (and technology to 

dissimulate those words) to accomplish something quite specific: to link previously unconnected 

social sites into a new political coalition, advertising an intent to exclude rival social groups. 

In this light, the unstructured nature of social media data has notable advantages over 

traditional surveys.  People express opinions on topics of their choosing producing datasets of 

spontaneous and unscripted speech, allowing a researcher to assess topics' real saliency in 

society and identify would-be brokers by their own behavior, rather than trying to squeeze 

political information from apolitical (but representative) members of the population.34  While the 

data provided on social media are haphazard in their production, and that users of social media 

may not be representative of society as a whole, the other side of the argument is that the data 

that is produced is, arguably, more likely to represent true opinions of those (non-representative) 

users than surveys. This is especially salient for studies of political behavior in war zones, 

authoritarian states, or contentious political environments in which citizens, if they could be 

reached at all, would probably be cagey and hyper-strategic about information revelation. 

                                                      
33 McAdam, Tarrow, and Tilly (2001).  Brokerage is distinguished from the simple dissemination 

of information, which the authors call “diffusion,” 332-335, 142-3. 
34 The act of enumerating a survey can have the effect of inventing exclusive identity categories 

that do not reflect lived social experiences.  Self-defined “Russian-Speaker” is often presented, 
for instance, as a statistically significant predictor variable for a host of politically-relevant 

questions in Ukraine because the technology of measurement flattens social nuance.   
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Our inference strategy depends upon three assumptions.  First, it must be the case that 

individuals in our sample do not maintain a “performance identity” on social media that 

promulgates information that is contrary to their true beliefs.  The degree to which social media 

production should be considered a “cheap talk” performance or a constitutive part of social 

identity construction is unlikely to be resolved.  Behaviors – whether they are online or offline – 

are only ever an indirect window into identity.35  Even without institutional failure, it is difficult 

to design tests that convincingly probe the edges of hegemonic structures once a particular 

framing of issues becomes taken for granted by everyone. Since connective technology is new, 

and different individuals have different theories about how identity interacts with the 

expectations of an audience – especially an audience that might include government surveillance 

– systematic comparison of social media behaviors by Russian-speakers living in occupied 

Crimea to users in the rest of Ukraine is a useful exercise.  We find it intuitively plausible that 

our data represents “real” beliefs but anticipate far more research on this subject in the future.   

Second, it must be the case that Twitter-users, and more specifically Twitter-users who 

are using the geotagged accounts that comprise our data, are not systematically different from 

non-Twitter users in a way that would bias our findings.  This claim is somewhat more 

problematic.  It may be the case that the beliefs of the users of accounts that did not disable 

geotagging on their Twitter accounts were systematically different than those who did; for 

instance, because they lacked strategic sophistication about the ability of commercial and state 

                                                      
35 Product consumption patterns are used to evaluate the efficacy of advertising campaigns, 

voting and survey behaviors are used to infer political beliefs, church attendance proxies for 

religious beliefs – but peaceful institutional failure, of the sort we saw in Ukraine, disrupts daily 

bureaucratic rituals, normal politics, and economic transactions.  It is difficult to make confident 

inferences about regime legitimacy, for instance, by examining patterns of voting (or non-voting) 

in a special election that is held months after an irregular regime change.  
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actors to track them.  This possibility is a particularly vexing confound in Crimea and the 

Donbas region, where social actors may have reasonably felt they were under occupation. 

Third, it must be the case that the bulk of the traffic on Twitter is produced by the 

indigenous population of an oblast.  It is a problem if the majority of our data comes from either 

individuals that traveled from a great distance in order to document that they were “a part in the 

story” (in the case of journalists) or were strategic efforts create a false impression of indigenous 

social support (in the case of paid agents engaging in clandestine military operations or 

automated “bots”).  Efforts to assuage these concerns are described in the next section.  

 

3b. From Text to Data 

The quantity of social media data is overwhelming.  Every day, users publish 500 million 

messages on Twitter, and Facebook ingests 500 terabytes of new data (Constine 2012).  Since 

most of this content is apolitical – celebrity gossip, family holiday greetings, and the like – even 

when working with a tiny sample of these data, noise can quickly drown out any signal if 

machine processing is not employed.  Consensus on best practices for processing signal from 

noise do not yet exist, and machine-learning algorithms cannot reliably identify irony or sarcasm 

(a point to which we return shortly).    

A “tweet” is a 140-character text distributed to one's followers on the social media 

platform Twitter.  We analyze Twitter and not Facebook or VKontakte (Russian Facebook) data 

for four reasons.  First, it is a popular social media platform with 280 million monthly active 

users generating 500 million tweets per day.  Second, Twitter does not generally edit or censor, 

so the content of messages can easily reflect political extremes.  Third, Twitter, like Facebook, is 

used to discuss a diverse range of topics (Frank et al. 2013; Huang, Thornton, and Efthimiadis 
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2010).  Other sites, such as LinkedIn or Instagram, are either more focused on narrow topics or 

not used conversationally. Fourth, the choice to analyze Twitter over Facebook in our study was 

due to data availability: Twitter provides the most data from the most representative sample, 

since approximately 90% of Twitter users make their information publicly available.36   

 Starting on August 26, 2013, we connected to Twitter's streaming application 

programming interface (API), requesting only tweets with GPS coordinates.  When connecting to 

the streaming API, Twitter returns all tweets matching filtering parameters until the number of 

tweets returned equals 1% of total tweet production.  Since 500 million tweets are authored every 

day, that ceiling is 5 million tweets.  For example, there are probably more than 5 million tweets 

with the characters “the”, “lol”, or “?”, so asking Twitter to supply all tweets with them will 

return a sample of those tweets.  Asking Twitter to supply all tweets from the user 

@realDonaldTrump, on the other hand, will return every tweet that account authors, assuming it 

does not publish more than 5 million tweets.  Since about 3% of tweets contain GPS coordinates, 

we gather approximately 1/3 of all tweets with GPS coordinates.37   

 Every study of social media behaviors must begin by applying filters to make sense from 

the overwhelming quantity of data.  Our first filter is time: we focus on 188 days from February 

22, 2014 (when Viktor Yanukovych unexpectedly fled the capital) to August 28, 2014 (when the 

war in Ukraine’s east became unambiguously interstate), which generated a sample of roughly 

940,000,000 tweets.  Our second filter is geography.  Searching those tweets for all from Ukraine 

yielded 6,880,623 tweets. These tweets are used for the rest of the analysis in this paper.   

                                                      
36 Moore (2009). 
37 Leetaru et. al. (2013). Though the question of whether Twitter users are systematically 

different from non-users is unresolved for the authors at this time, there is no compelling 

theoretical rationale that Ukrainian users with geotagged tweets are systematically different than 

Ukrainian users who have turned GPS tracking off on their smartphones – certainly nothing 

systematic that would threaten the inferences in our study.    
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Our third filter is language.  We are interested in only the subset of Twitter content that 

contains political speech in the Russian language and we restrict analysis to Russian-language 

keywords.  The Maidan events brought many new Ukrainian youth to Twitter, presumably 

because the technology lowered the costs of coordinating protest behaviors. Previous work on 

Twitter behaviors during Ukraine’s Euromaidan events suggests that users were likely to tweet 

politically in Russian, even if their default language on Twitter was Ukrainian, after the seizure 

of Crimea.38   Figure 1 provides evidence of the same behavior in our subsample. The switch to 

Russian occurs only amongst a subset of individuals, suggesting that narrative contention was a 

phenomenon distinct from the rest of the communication occurring in our sample. 

 

[FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE] 

[Caption: The frequency of tweeting in Russian increases after Viktor Yanukovych flees 
the country.  The solid line is all accounts in our sample; the dotted line, for only those 

accounts that engage in pro-Russian or pro-West narrative construction. While accounts 
generating tweets that use politically-charged keywords clearly switch into Russian after 

the Maidan events, a similar change is not seen in the full sample.] 
 

Note as well that Figure 1 allays some concern about bias induced by relying on GPS 

coordinates.  Metzger et al. (2015) include tweets without GPS coordinates.  Since our sample is 

only tweets with GPS coordinates, finding the same behavior suggests that users who geotag 

their tweets do not respond differently from those who do not, at least in the case of the war of 

position on which this paper focuses. 

A two-step process codes the tweets.  First, we wrote a script comparing each tweet in the 

full sample to the two dictionaries, a pro-Russian (fascism words) and pro-West (terrorism 

words).  The script assigns one for each discourse if the tweet contains any word from either 

                                                      
38 Metzger et al. (2015). 
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dictionary. This process yielded 5,633 tweets.39  Second, to ensure accuracy, we had three teams 

of Russian speakers – both native Ukrainians and fluent Russian-speaking residents of North 

America – read each tweet and code it as fascist or terrorist.  Human coders found 983 tweets 

used the dictionary language ironically, causing the humans to recode those correctly (usually re-

coding superficially “pro-Russia” political tweets as “pro-West”).  All of our results rely on the 

human-coded data.40 Dictionaries are presented in Table 2, and word clouds based on the content 

of the Tweets selected by the dictionary sorting are found in Figure 2.  Tables 3a and 3b show 

how the distribution of ironic tweets varies by the pro-Russia and pro-West discourses; in 

Sections 3 and 4 of the Supplementary Materials, we show how findings worsen using the 

machine coding without human correction.    

 

[TABLE 2 [KEYWORDS] ABOUT HERE] 

[FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE] 

[Caption: As another validity check, we show the 100 most common words associated with 
fascism (left) and terrorism (right) discourse. The results are shown in these wordclouds.  

The pro-Russian cloud (on the left) has “Right” (a reference to to the ultra-nationalist 
right-wing party that played a key role in the Maidan events) as the most prevalent word.  

The pro-West cloud (on the right) has “#Terrorists” as the most prevalent word.] 
 

[TABLES 3A, 3B ABOUT HERE] 

 

                                                      
39 Though complex syntax and subtle reasoning can stymie dictionary classifiers (Schwartz and 

Ungar 2015), we chose a dictionary approach because 140 character tweets are direct and short.  

A similar “bag of words” method has been used in other event-based studies relying on tweets 

(Ramakrishnan et al. 2014; Ritter, Etzioni, and Clark 2012).   While we considered using the 

tweets matching the dictionary words to point us to other pro-Russia or pro-West keywords, our 

teams did not discover any important reoccurring words that were overlooked in either narrative.   
40 Careful readers will note that the word “terrorism” appears in both dictionaries, since this word 
was often deployed in descriptions of post-Maidan anarchy (e.g., “right-wing terrorism”) and 
activities of pro-Ukraine militias (“terrorism against Russian-speaking civilians”).  Subsequent 
analysis suggests including this word still provides identification, as we show below.     
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3c. Descriptive Trends in the Data 

A practical limitation to making inferences from content analysis of Twitter data is that it 

can be difficult to know who an individual actually is or if the account belongs to a real person 

(rather than a company or bot) without further investigation.  In traditional surveys, respondents 

may be asked to provide demographic information, such as age, gender, education, occupation, 

partisan support, and marital status; Twitter only requires an e-mail address and a screen name.  

At least some additional demographic information on almost all users in our sample, however, 

was easily available and public through detailed research, on and off Twitter.   We manually 

coded each of the 1,535 users who authored at least one geotagged tweet about the pro-Russian 

or pro-West discourse, using a combination of public searches on Google, Facebook, and 

VKontakte. We did not record names of users, but, following work that hand-coded accounts 

from Tunisia and Egypt, we coded respondents on profession, sex, age, and primary language.41  

As Table 4 makes clear, the sample is dominated by people whose ages are indeterminate from 

online data, but other information (including, importantly whether the user was not a real person 

or an automated “bot”) was easily discernable.  

Demographic characteristics of the sample and summaries of how characteristics map 

onto political opinions are presented in Tables 4 and 5.  The sample skews young: only 31 tweets 

are from individuals over the age of 60 and the bulk of tweets are from users aged 16-36.  For 

34.39% of the accounts (528/1535), it was not possible to identify the user’s profession, but it 

was not difficult to tell that the account belonged to a real person, not a bot.  Very few accounts 

(7) belong to self-identified government officials or state bureaus and only 49 belong to news 

organizations.  Only 24 accounts, producing 196 tweets, were bots.   

                                                      
41 Lotan et. al. (2011). 
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 The majority of the tweets in the subsample, 88.68%, were words flagged with the 

terrorism dictionary – despite the fact that the selection dictionary was much shorter than the 

fascism dictionary.   In every age group, pro-West language noticeably outweighed pro-Russian. 

Only 1.72% of Ukrainian tweets in our sample are pro-Kremlin, compared to 8.54% of English 

tweets and 12.17% of Russian-language tweets.  One-third of tweets from those aged zero to 

fifteen are pro-Russian, the highest rate of any group.  The inference we draw from these trends 

is that very young Russian-speaking Ukrainians – and possibly those over the age of sixty, not in 

our sample –  were the most credulous consumers of the Kremlin’s version of events. 

 

[TABLES 4 AND 5 ABOUT HERE] 

The three groups that tweet the most are students, professionals, and unidentified 

accounts.   Figure 3 displays tweet production as it varies across four dimensions: language, 

profession, age, and sentiment.  To ease interpretation, we separate the figure into two parts, one 

that varies by profession and the other by age. The majority of the tweets are pro-West and 

support the current government of Ukraine.  Certain professional groups, when tweeting in 

Russian, were systematically more likely to voice opinions consistent with the pro-Russia 

narrative, however.  The three groups with the greatest concentration of pro-Russia discourse are 

the military (35.71%), celebrities (33.33%), and workers (27.22%).  The three groups with the 

greatest concentration of pro-West discourse are activists and bloggers (94.18%), politicians 

(91.67%), and unknown (92.95%), with professionals not far behind at 87.41%.  Our favored 

interpretation is that young professionals and students were drawn into a war of position with 

each other, at the same time competing state militaries were engaged in strategic psychological 

operations while some celebrities chased the story, seeking controversy for its own sake. 
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[FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE] 

[Caption: Most, but not all, tweets in our sample were in Russian.  A tweet originating in 
the territory of Ukraine in English or Ukrainian that also contained a keyword was almost 

guaranteed to be identified using the pro-West keyword dictionary.] 
 

[TABLE 6 ABOUT HERE] 

We also validated that the language of terrorism and fascism identify pro-West and Pro-

Russia discourse, respectively.  This required manually reading each tweet.  68.85% of the time 

when people used a word from the terrorism dictionary, it was part of the pro-West narrative. 

The fascism dictionary correctly predicted the pro-Russia narrative 74.50% of the time.  The 

largest source of noise arose from pro-Kyiv Ukrainians describing Putin as a fascist, expressions 

of outrage at tactics by police at Maidan, and descriptions of the Pravyi Sektor political party.  

To correct for these errors, we therefore use the final judgment of our human teams assessment 

of the meaning to code the tweets.  Table 6 reports these results.  

 

4. Hypotheses Testing 

 We present our results in four stages, each of which is meant to demonstrate an advantage 

of our method.  First, we show trends in pro-Russia and pro-West production over time, pooled 

across the entire territory of Ukraine.  This analysis, the simplest, shows suggestive evidence in 

favor of H4.  Second, we map the geographic variation in pro-Russia and pro-West social media 

posts across the Ukrainian polity, testing H1, H2, and H3.  Third, we display changes in these 

trends broken down by time-period across Ukrainian oblasts, in order to explore all four 

hypotheses.  The fourth stage presents logistic and Poisson regression results for each 

hypothesis.   Table 7 shows which hypotheses correspond to which tests. 
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[INSERT TABLE 7 HERE] 

Figure 4 presents changes in the number of tweets per day, by dictionary, across the 

study period.  We break the conflict into three periods to see how online behaviors respond to 

focal events (dotted lines in Figure 4).  The first period is from the unexpected flight of 

Yanukovych until Crimea’s hastily-organized vote to join Russia (02.22 – 03.15).  The second is 

the chaotic period between this event and the presidential election (03.16 – 05.26).  The final 

period involves the hardening of lines of control around the Donbass region after Petro 

Poroshenko initiated artillery warfare. We end the study on August 28 2014, when the direct 

intervention of the Russian military on the side of the secessionist armies froze the front-lines 

(05.27 – 08.28).42  The greatest density of pro-Russia tweets occurred in April and May.  During 

this period, the Russian military had consolidated control of Crimea but it was unclear whether 

the Kremlin would come to the assistance of additional pro-Russian militias who seized territory 

and advertised their desire to secede.  War in the East was a reality and the Russian state media 

was promulgating the fascist narrative 24 hours a day.  The pro-West narrative did not emerge as 

dominant until after the pro-Russian narrative had peaked in relative intensity.  Consistent with 

H4, however, it is straightforward to observe that both pro-West and pro-Russian discourses 

often peak on the same day.  The inference we draw from this trend is that partisans on both 

sides of the war of position were commenting on the same events in the media cycle, reading and 

responding to each other’s commentary, and mutually raising the political temperature.  The 

paucity of pro-Russia tweets after the start of the conventional warfare period reinforces our 

argument that the uptake of pro-Russia discourse by Russian-speaking Ukrainians was weak. 

                                                      
42 The daily coded territorial microdata in Zukhov (2016) confirms that the referendum was a 

critical juncture in territorial consolidation and in the conventionalization of the war in the East. 
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[FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE] 

[In order to give a sense of how often the keywords in our sample appear as “background 
noise” in the course of normal conversation, we show daily count variables for tweets 

containing one of our dictionary words starting at the end of February 2014.  The use of 
language in the pro-Russian and pro-West dictionaries proceeds apace until early May.  At 

that point, the pro-West narrative dominates. 
 

Figure 5, our second step of analysis, compares the overall trends in terrorism and 

fascism tweets across Ukraine.  Each tweet is mapped to one of 26 geographic areas: one of 

Ukraine’s 24 oblasts, the city of Kyiv, or Crimea.  We employ the following methodology to 

correct for the underlying variation in tweet density across Ukraine: for each period, we first 

calculate the percentage of all Russian-language geotagged tweets that originate from within 

each oblast, then repeat that calculation for the smaller population of tweets that contain either a 

fascist or terrorist Russian-language keyword.  We thus know the percent of all tweets in 

Russian from each oblast (Ai), the percent of all pro-Russia tweets in Russian from each oblast 

(Bi), and the percent of all pro-West tweets from each oblast (Ci).  Next, we measure the percent 

difference between Bi and Ai, Ci and Ai.  This quantity measures the over- or under-production 

of pro-Russia (Bi) or pro-West (Ci) tweets, based on how many Russian tweets each oblast 

produces that do not engage in those narratives.43  The result is a basic comparative measure of 

which oblasts are responsible for over- and under-producing pro-Russian or pro-West content.  

To visualize, we bin the results: whether the oblast produced 50-100% fewer tweets than 

expected, 0-50% fewer, no change, 0-50% more, 50-100% more, or more than double the 

number of tweets expected.  Darker colors indicate a relative surge in tweets containing target 

                                                      
43 The results are robust to an alternative model specification in which the denominator is the 

percentage of all geotagged tweets that originated from within each oblast regardless of 

language.  Contact authors for more detail. 
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keywords relative to overall Twitter traffic in the district.  For example, in the Crimea period, 

Crimea produced 4.3% of all tweets, but it produced 10.93% of all tweets reproducing the pro-

Russia discourse.  It therefore produced 154.19% (10.93-4.30)/(4.30) more tweets than would be 

expected.44 

 

[FIGURE 5a & 5b ABOUT HERE] 

[Caption: These maps show an oblast’s relative level of production of politicized tweets as a 
percentage of all Russian-language tweets, pooled across all time periods. The pro-Russia 

narrative is stronger in the East, especially the contested militarized frontlines of the 
Donbas region.  These trends are broadly consistent with Hypothesis 1.  The pro-West 
narrative is most prevalent in most of the former Habsburg area of Ukraine (trends 

consistent with Hypothesis 2).  The pro-West narrative is prominent in the east and central 
regions –the Donbas Region, Cherkasy, Mykolayiv, Kyiv, and Kirovohrand.] 

 

Figure 5a, showing this calculation for every oblast for terrorism tweets, provides some 

support for H2.  The reproduction of the pro-West narrative on Twitter was common among 

Russian-speakers residing in Ukraine’s Habsburg territories, as the theory would predict.  

Nothing in the deep history of Ukrainian demography could predict much over-production of 

pro-West discourse in the Donbas, however, nor does it predict the prevalence of pro-Western 

discourse in the center of the country.  Nothing in our design can adjudicate whether the paucity 

of pro-West discourse in Crimea is a result of the presence of Russian military forces or reflects 

broad-based social support for the Russian narrative.45  Figure 5b provides very strong support 

for H1 and H3.  Figure 5b shows a clear increase in the pro-Russian narrative in the 

                                                      
44 We aggregate to the oblast level.  We explored aggregating to the city or raion (equivalent to 

county in the United States) level but do not have enough tweets to do so.  Only a few cities, like 

Kiev, would have enough tweets to ensure that noise does not silence any effect. 
45 Survey data suggests pro-Russia sentiment in Crimea was high prior to March 2014.  Our 

geographic findings also square with ground-truth surveys conducted at the time, e.g., Kiev 

International Institute of Sociology (2014).   
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Novorossiya  oblasts (H1).  Read alongside Figure 5a, there is some initial support for H3 as 

well, as many oblasts which experience an increase in pro-Russia discourse experience an 

increase in the pro-West discourse as well.   Reading the two together further lends credence to 

the claim that the pro-Russia discourse is weak, as it is much more geographically concentrated 

than the pro-West discourse.  These trends will be explored in multivariate regressions (below). 

Figure 6 is an alternative visualization of the same data, with Ukrainian oblasts arranged 

roughly from West to East along the x-axis (eastern-most oblasts are on the right).  Three oblasts 

– Odessa, Dnipropetrovs’k, and Crimea – are the centers of pro-Russia discourse, and all but one 

other oblast that overproduces pro-Russia discourse (Transcarpathia) are part of historical 

Novorossiya.  While no oblast overproduces the pro-West narrative to the same extreme, note 

that most in the Habsburg oblasts do overproduce the pro-West narrative consistently.  

 

[FIGURE 6 ABOUT HERE] 

[Caption: The bar chart shows an oblast’s relative level of production of discourses as a 
percentage of all Russian-language tweets, pooled across all time periods.  

 

Figure 7, the third stage, provides a much more granular picture of the time-space trends in 

Ukrainian political discourse.  It breaks the same data down into three time periods: Crimea 

(dated from the unexpected flight of Viktor Yanukovych on 2/22 until the 03/15 vote), the 

creation of a new government in Ukraine and the spontaneous creation of paramilitaries (dated 

from 03/16 to 05/26) and the large-scale conventional clashes in the Donbas region, in which 

both Ukrainian military and Russian-backed secessionist forces began to use artillery to defend 

fixed front lines (roughly dated from 5/27 until 08/28, when Russian forces intervened directly).  
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 Figure 7 provides support for H1 and H2.  Across the array of figures, the most distinct 

oblast is Crimea, as across all time periods it produces more tweets than would be expected 

based on the entire tweet sample, especially after the escalation of general war (Figure 7c). 

Dnipropetrovs'k also overproduces the pro-Russian discourse across all three time periods, 

though not as distinctly.  In the aftermath of Maidan the prevalence of pro-Russian discourse in 

Donets’k is striking, but in subsequent periods narratives are contested throughout Ukraine’s 

east.  After the secession of Crimea, Odessa overproduces the Pro-Russian discourse in the 

second and third period.  All of this is broadly consistent with H1.   

In support of H2, note that most of the Habsburg oblasts tend to produce more pro-West 

tweets, and fewer pro-Russian ones, than expected based on overall Russian-language tweet 

production.  The over-production of pro-Russian social media behaviors in Transcarpathia in the 

second period are not consistent with the broad Habsburg trend that informs our theory.46  

 

 [FIGURE 7 ARRAYS ABOUT HERE] 

[Caption: Bar charts show an oblast’s relative level of production of Pro-Russian or Pro-
West tweets as a percentage of all Russian-language tweets, broken down into sequential 
time periods.  It is much easier to observe the spatial co-location of Pro-Russian and Pro-
West narrative production when the data is analyzed a few weeks at a time, rather than 

pooling across the entire sample.  ** indicates Habsburg oblasts, * Novorossiya. 
 

 For our fourth stage of analysis, we tested each hypothesis with logistic and poisson 

regressions.  Table 8 presents four models that all broadly support the intuitions of Hypotheses 1 

and 2.  We grouped oblasts into three categories: former Habsburg provinces, Novorossiya, and 

                                                      
46 Transcarpathia was under Hungarian control with the Habsburg — contrary to Galicia or 

Volhynia (Polish) and Bukovina (Austrian) — and was never a bastion of Ukrainian nationalism, 

favoring instead a strong regional identity.  It was the only Hapsburg region where the Party of 

Regions had several MPs (even a majority).  e are grateful to Dominique Arel for these insights. 
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“other” (the middle of the country, including Kyiv, our statistical baseline).  The outcome 

variable is whether a tweet contains the pro-Russia or pro-West discourse based on the region, 

population (measured in hundreds of thousands), and a constant term. The substantive 

interpretation of the log-odds ratios in Models 1 and 2 is that tweets from Novorossiya oblasts 

are around two and a half times as likely to be pro-Russian than tweets from the central oblasts, 

while the Habsburg oblasts produce pro-Russian tweets at around a third of the rate of baseline.  

The signs flip when predicting pro-West tweets, as we would expect.  A tweet from the 

Novorossiya oblasts is a bit more than half as likely to be pro-West compared to the baseline.  

The effects for Habsburg oblasts is weak, suggesting that the geographic West of the country is 

producing pro-West discourse at a rate difficult to distinguish from the central districts, though 

the coefficients suggest that more data could reveal a statistically significant positive coefficient. 

 

[TABLE 8 ABOUT HERE] 

Table 9 presents a preliminary test of Hypotheses 3 and 4.  In order to measure whether 

discourses emerge at approximately the same by time and place we aggregate our data by oblast-

day (models one and two) and oblast-week (models three and four).47  A simple model regressing 

the number of pro-West tweets per oblast-day on the number of pro-Russia tweets per oblast-day 

and the lag of pro-West tweets finds a positive correlation, though the correlation is admittedly 

weaker once oblast characteristics (Habsburg, Novorossiya, and population controls) are added.  

                                                      
47 We did not aggregate to a lower geographic level, such as city or raion, because of lack of 

tweets available in our sample, especially if we also wanted to aggregate tweets over time.  Since 

we were concerned that the results could be driven completely by the absence of social media 

behavior in occupied Crimea or the Donbass conflict regions we plot the tweets at their GPS 

coordinates.  Section 5 of the Supplementary Material shows these maps.  Tweet coverage 

appears to be homogenous across the country and Donbass on visual inspection.  The map shows 

that most of the tweets from behind the line of demarcation in the Donbass are still pro-West. 
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The evidence that both pro-West and Pro-Russia tweets followed the same offline events, 

following Tufekci (2015), is stronger.  In order to smooth daily fluctuations, we aggregate by 

oblast-week.  Table 9 shows that Pro-Russia and pro-West tweets consistently tend to occur in 

the same oblast-week.  This is straightforward evidence of a Russian-language war of position 

occurring on Ukrainian social media.   

Column 5 of Table 9 shows that the model also predicts the ironic use of the pro-Russia 

discourse.  The dependent variable is the count of tweets per oblast-week that were identified by 

our human coders as pro-West by examining whether the pro-Russia keywords were being used 

ironically after examination of the full set of keyword-sorted tweets.  The model in column 5 

better predicts the ironic tweets than the sincere ones.  Our substantive results do not change. 

 

[TABLE 9 ABOUT HERE] 

A scope condition for our study, and other studies of this kind, is the assumption that 

individuals are using social media to communicate their true opinions without fear of state 

surveillance and repression.  Kuran (1991) made seminal observations about widespread 

preference falsification under Soviet regimes, which would be a grave inferential confound to a 

study of this sort.48  As a robustness check to address this confound, we used oblast fixed effects 

to ensure that trends were not driven by the behaviors of subjects living in parts of the country 

under occupation by the Russian military at the time of the study (e.g., the Crimean Peninsula).   

In order to show that trends are not driven by specific oblasts (such as Crimea) we  

                                                      
48 Gramsci (1933:149) observed that when state-controlled media presents a version of politics 

contradicted by the lived experience of the subjects, but subjects also have good reason to fear 

state surveillance and repression, wars of position are compromised as “jargon-filled polemics” 
replace authentic political speech. 
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include oblast fixed effects in all of our regressions.  The Supplementary Materials present the 

result of these additions. H1 finds more support than H2 in these models, which also reveal 

strong effects for Crimea, Sevastapol, and Volyn – all in the directions expected (e.g., 

reproduction of the pro-Russian discourse, less reproduction of the pro-Ukraine discourse for the 

first two, the opposite for Volyn).  The results for H3 and H4 are even more consistent.  The 

inclusion of oblast fixed-effects did not change the oblast-day and oblast-week co-occurrence of 

discourses, even controlling for ironic use of pro-Russia discourse (Model 3 in Part 2 of the SM).   

 Rerunning our models using the tweets without an irony correction (Sections 3 and 4 of 

the Supplementary Materials) suggests that the ironic tweets occur throughout Ukraine.  The SM 

models find tweets from Hapsburg oblasts are less likely to be Pro-Russia or Pro-West.  Tweets 

from Novorossiya oblasts are less likely to be Pro-Russia  or Pro-West as well.  Ignoring the 

ironic intent of many Twitters users would have muddled the dynamics of the war of position.  

 

5. Conclusion 

A shared understanding of events that are still unsettled in contemporary Ukrainian 

nationalist identity politics is very distant at the time of this writing.  Ukrainian politics today 

occur in the shadow of competing Western and Russian aspirational hegemonic projects.  This 

paper demonstrates that social media data provides new opportunities to probe the efficacy of 

dueling projects to establish a hegemonic narrative in Ukraine.  Since content generated on 

smartphones is costless to produce and easy to spread, it is now possible, even during periods of 

acute state failure, to make inferences from the prevalence (or relative absence) of keywords in 

large samples of user-generated messages over time and space.  As proof-of-concept, we 

examine a large sample of Twitter data from Russian-language users of Twitter living in Ukraine 
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in the winter, spring, and summer of 2014 – a time in which the ruling party had imploded and 

many believed that the polity was teetering on the brink of total state failure. 

It should also be emphasized again that, for our purposes, whether or not the actors 

succeed in their effort to shape the future of their country's politics is not relevant to our analysis.  

It is not even relevant to us if it is realistic for someone to believe that their actions are going to 

change minds.49  Ukraine is a practically custom laboratory to critically examine the claims of 

ideological hegemony. The existential geopolitical stakes, combined with the well-understood 

“East-West” division of the Ukrainian polity, provide clear theoretical priors on the relative 

influence of Russian hegemony.  The disintegration of the political coalition that had been 

elected to rule Ukraine 2014, the high levels of resultant polarization among Ukrainian Russian-

speakers, and the presence of a clear set of narrative focal points – code words – that extremists 

on both sides used to identify each other simplifies the measurement and interpretation of trends.  

The methodological contribution of our study is to demonstrate that attitudes expressed 

on social media can be used to make inferences about changes in beliefs.  Political disorder, and 

high political stakes, magnified the biases and costs associated with trying to determine what 

Russian-speaking Ukrainians were thinking via survey data, historical voting data, or interviews 

with elites.  Our claim is not that Twitter data is a perfect substitute, nor that every 140-character 

tweet or “like” on Facebook is an authentic political act.  It may not have been reasonable for 

Twitter users to believe that they were changing minds within their social network by spreading 

information within it.  It is still possible to make inferences about the geospatial and temporal 

distribution of community-belief structures with a society based on the relative prevalence of the 

production of certain kinds of social media keywords, especially in times of acute crisis.   

                                                      
49 As Gramsci (1933:173) mused, “…one cannot expect an individual or a book to change reality 
but only to interpret it and to indicate the possible lines of action.” 
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When a war of position is coterminous with a war of movement, critical junctures in 

politics are possible.  The Ukraine case demonstrates that even during periods of large-scale 

social change, users will continue to generate data online, even after institutions of the state 

cease to function (as in Ukraine’s far East after the collapse of the Party of Regions) or under 

conditions of occupation (as in Crimea after Russian troops arrived in February 28 2014).   In 

this vein, a secondary methodological contribution of our study is to document what we call the 

irony confound, which is simply to note that while new machine-learning tools provide an 

exciting frontier for the analysis of large quantities of social media data, keyword string searches 

cannot easily extract irony or double-entendres.  Though we do not have a methodological 

solution to the confound, we demonstrate that a different picture of social opinions among 

Russian-speaking Ukrainians would have emerged without human efforts to parse meaning.   

Prior to the events of 2014, it was often stated, as a stylized fact, that Russia was the 

hegemonic power in the Russki-Mir, including Eastern Ukraine.  This study documents a low-

cost kind of spontaneous counter-hegemonic response from Russian-speaking Ukrainians: telling 

a different story than that which they were expected to tell.  Heterogeneity in the belief structure 

of the Russian-speaking population of Ukraine was reflected in silence – not re-tweeting 

Russian-language media keywords – and by participating in the creation of a counter-hegemonic 

narrative.  The individuals that used social media platforms to publicly endorse the premises of 

one narrative or another were not randomly distributed across the territory of Ukraine.  A 

reasonable interpretation of these data is that decentralized Ukrainian social actors – bloggers, 

academics, and private citizens with cell phones and laptops, acting without state institutional 

backing – were capable of contesting the Kremlin’s propaganda with alternative facts.  While the 
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Russian state clearly has an ability to flood the Russian-language cable airwaves with a potent 

political polemic, its comparative advantage in cultural production does not generate compliance.
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Table 1: Narrative Comparison 

 Pro-Russia Narrative, 
Spring 2014 

Pro-West Narrative, 
Spring 2014 

The appropriate Russia-Ukraine 
relationship, taking the relevant 
historical facts into account, ought 
to be one of … 

...natural hierarchy. Ukraine 

does not actually enjoy real 

Westphalian sovereignty. 

Borders are gifts from Soviet 

times. Kyiv is part of “old 
Rus.” 

 

...diplomacy between 

sovereign equals. 

Ukrainian national 

independence is a 

reified social fact, and 

Ukraine has rights 

under international law. 

 

Future historians, writing about 
the Maidan events, will describe 
them as... 
 

...a coup by far-right social 

forces, emboldened by 

material and moral support 

of the NATO alliance and 

Western intelligence 

agencies. 

...a broad-based social 

movement against an 

illegitimate 

government, with 

limited, basically 

analogous to 1989 or 

decolonization. 

Future historians, writing about 
Putin’s responses to the Maidan 
events and their aftermath— 
including the seizure of Crimea — 
will describe them as... 

…heroic. …criminal. 

The proximate cause of the 
violence in East Ukraine is... 

...the coup. Secessionist 

parts of the Donbas Region 

are Party of Regions 

strongholds that have “opted 
out” after their votes were 
invalidated by street politics. 

...Putin’s illegal seizure 
of the Crimean 

peninsula, leading some 

in Ukraine’s east 
calculated that if they 

organized militias, 

Russia might assist 

them too. 

Any account of the violence in 
East Ukraine is incomplete if it 
does not reference deeper 
structural causes, such as… 

…decades of Western 
policies to encircle Russia, 

expanding NATO and 

aggresively pushing regime 

change in post-Soviet states 

under the aegis of 

“democracy promotion.” 

… the basic 
incompatibility of 

values between Putin’s 
regime and the EU 

Soldiers fighting to secede from 
Eastern Ukraine are best 
described as... 

…Russian patriots. …terrorist insurgents. 

Keyword for narrative track: fascist. terrorist. 
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Table 2: Keywords Dictionary 

 

Terrorism (English) 
 

Terrorist 

Terrorists 

Terrorism 

Terrorism (Russian Variants) 
 

tеррорист 

террористы 

терроризм 

 

Fascism (English) 
 
Radical, radicals 

Right-Wing Radical (adj.) 

Nationalist Radical (adj.) 

Right-Wing Extremist (adj., fem.) 

Right Terrorism 

Extremist (adj.), Extremism 

Neo-Nazism, Neo-Nazi 

Nazis, Nazism, Nazi (fem.) 

Nationalist, Nationalist (adj.) 

Nationalist-Radical (adj.) 

National Minorities 

Ultra-nationalist (adj.) 

Fascism, Fascist (adj.) 

Mercenaries, Fighters 

Antisemites 

Russophobes 

Fascism (Russian Variants) 
 

радикальные, радикалы 

праворадикальные 

национал-радикальный 

правоэкстремистская 

правый терроризм 

экстремистский, экстремизм 

неонацизм, неонацистский 

нацисты, нацизм, нацистская 

националист, националистическое 

национал-радикальный 

нацменьшинства 

ультранационалистические 

фашизм, фашистский 

наемники, боевики 

антисемиты 

русофобы 
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Table 3a: Pro-Russia Tweets and Irony 

 Irony  

No Yes 

Pro-Russia 
No 3255 588 3843 

Yes 1090 395 1485 

 4345 983 5328 

 

Table 3b: Pro-West Tweets and Irony 

 Irony  

No Yes 

Pro-West 
No 722 339 1061 

Yes 3623 644 4267 

 4345 983 5328 

 

Table 4: Tweets by Identity 
 Academic Activist/Blogger Celebrity Journalist Military Political Professional Student Worker Unknown  
Indivs. 7 41 3 49 5 7 303 529 63 528 1535 
Tweets 20 162 2 66 14 12 675 743 158 3446 5328 

 

 

Table 5: Tweets by Language, Age Group 

By Language 
 Hegemonic Counter-Hegemonic Total 
English 17 182 199 

Russian 575 3916 4725 

Ukrainian 11 627 638 

Total 603 4725 5328 

By Age 
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0-15 45 99 144 

16-24 247 786 1033 

25-36 114 1058 1172 

37-60 57 293 350 

61+ 2 29 31 

Unknown 138 2460 2598 

Total 603 4725 5328 
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Table 6: Verification of Coding 

 Human Codes as Fascism Human Codes as Not 
Fascism 

Computer Predicts Fascism 74.50% 37.63% 

Computer Predicts Not 
Fascism 

25.50% 62.37% 

 
 Human Codes as 

Terrorism 
Human Codes as Not 

Terrorism 
Computer Predicts Terrorism 68.85% 14.76% 

Computer Predicts Not 
Terrorism 

31.15% 85.24% 

 

Table 7: Mapping Hypotheses to Tests 

 Figure 4 Figure 5 Figure 6 Figure 7 Table 8 Table 9 
H1  X X X X  

H2    X X  

H3  X X   X 

H4 X     X 
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Table 8: Predicting Discourse by Geography 

 
DV: Tweet Narrative 

 
Pro-Russia Pro-West 

 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 

Habsburg Oblasts -.74* -.72* .50* .46 

 
(.43) (.43) (.30) (.30) 

Novorossiya Oblasts .83*** .96*** -.42*** -.69*** 

 
(.11) (.13) (.09) (.11) 

Population 
 

-.11** 
 

.22*** 

  
(.05) 

 
(.04) 

Constant -2.89*** -2.69*** 2.32*** 1.91*** 

 
(.10) (.13) (.08) (.10) 

AIC 3216 3213 3905 3879 

Observations 5633 5633 5633 5633 

Note: *p**p***p<0.01 

 
Oblast-clustered standard errors 

 
Population is per 100,000 

 
Model: Logit 

 

 

Table 9: Predicting Discourse by Presence of a Competing Discourse 

 
DV: Count of Pro-West Tweets (1-4) 

 
Daily Daily Weekly Weekly Weekly 

 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

Pro-R .13*** .05 .07*** .04*** .02** 

 
(.03) (.03) (.01) (.01) (.01) 

Lag of Pro-W .10*** .07*** .03*** .02*** 
 

 
(.01) (.01) (.002) (.003) 

 
Lag of Pro-W Ironic 

    
.12*** 

     
(.02) 

Habsburg Oblasts 
 

-.62*** 
 

-.78*** -.32* 
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(.06) 

 
(.13) (.17) 

Novorossiya Oblasts 
 

-.34*** 
 

-.29** -.33** 

  
(.05) 

 
(.13) (.14) 

Population 
 

.37*** 
 

.33*** .46*** 

  
(.03) 

 
(.08) (.06) 

Constant .62*** .08 1.59*** 1.25*** -.61*** 

 
(.04) (.06) (.06) (.12) (.10) 

AIC 7981 7454 4906 4601 1754 

Observations 1855 1855 536 536 536 

Note: *p**p***p<0.01 

 
Oblast-clustered standard errors 

 
Population is per 100,000 

 
The DV for Model 5 is ironic pro-R tweets 

 
Model: Poisson 
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 1 

1. H1, H2 with Oblast Fixed-Effects 
To save space, we report results only for oblasts obtaining statistical significant in at least 
one model. 
 

 DV: Tweet is pro-Russia or pro-West 

 Pro-Russia Pro-West 

 (1) (2) 

Habsburg Oblasts 1.41 -.38 

 (.87) (.80) 
Novorossiya Oblasts 1.39*** -1.38*** 

 (.52) (.34) 
Crimea 2.12*** -1.10*** 

 (.34) (.26) 
Donets'k .02 1.24*** 

 (.31) (.23) 
Ivano-Frankivs'k -13.26*** 1.03 

 (.78) (1.29) 
Kharkiv -.03 .81*** 

 (.35) (.27) 
Kiev 1.35*** -.13 

 (.48) (.35) 
Kiev City .91** -.48* 

 (.45) (.29) 
Kirovohrad -2.35** 1.57*** 

 (1.11) (.50) 
L'viv -1.64* .50 

 (.96) (.83) 
Luhans'k -.57 1.65*** 

 (.39) (.33) 
Mykolayiv -.71 1.18*** 

 (.46) (.34) 
Odessa .72** -.02 

 (.35) (.27) 
Poltava .95 -1.26*** 

Appendix EXCLUDING Author
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 (.67) (.41) 
Sevastopol' 3.67*** -2.64*** 

 (.52) (.40) 
Sumy 1.00 -2.18*** 

 (1.14) (.59) 
Vinnytsya .41 -1.77*** 

 (.85) (.40) 
Volyn -11.86*** 11.88*** 

 (.50) (.37) 
Constant -3.71*** 2.69*** 

 (.42) (.26) 

AIC 2970 3593 
Observations 5633 5633 

Note: *p**p***p<0.01 

 Oblast-clustered standard errors 

 Population is per 100,000 

 Model: Logit 
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2. H3, H4 with Oblast Fixed Effects 
To save space, we report only oblasts with statistically significant results in at least one 
model. 
 

 DV: Count of Pro-West Tweets 

 Daily Weekly Weekly 

 (1) (2) (3) 

Pro-R .06** .05*** .08*** 

 (.02) (.01) (.01) 
Lag of Pro-W .05*** .02*** .01*** 

 (.01) (.003) (.003) 
Habsburg Oblasts -.66*** -1.48*** -.82*** 

 (.12) (.21) (.30) 
Novorossiya Oblasts -.42*** -.67*** -.19 

 (.13) (.18) (.28) 
Chernihiv -.68*** -1.36*** -.37 

 (.15) (.24) (.31) 
Crimea -.29** -.31* -.33 

 (.14) (.18) (.29) 
Dnipropetrovs'k .46*** .79*** .81*** 

 (.12) (.16) (.25) 
Donets'k 1.31*** 1.13*** -.06 

 (.12) (.24) (.35) 
Kharkiv .69*** .98*** .76*** 

 (.13) (.18) (.25) 
Kherson -.22 -.62*** -.94** 

 (.16) (.23) (.37) 
Khmel'nyts'kyy -.56*** -1.49*** -1.68*** 

 (.15) (.21) (.48) 
Kiev .03 .05 .49** 

 (.11) (.19) (.23) 
Kiev City .60*** .60*** 1.17*** 

 (.11) (.21) (.23) 
Kirovohrad .46*** .54*** -.92** 
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 (.10) (.19) (.41) 
L'viv .39*** 1.03*** .96*** 

 (.11) (.20) (.31) 
Luhans'k .70*** 1.02*** -1.14*** 

 (.12) (.18) (.43) 
Mykolayiv .27** .37** -.51 

 (.13) (.19) (.32) 
Odessa .10 .24 .49* 

 (.13) (.17) (.28) 

Poltava -.64*** -1.20*** -.83** 

 (.14) (.21) (.33) 
Rivne -.39*** -1.26*** -1.00*** 

 (.12) (.23) (.38) 
Sevastopol' -1.00*** -1.82*** -.72** 

 (.20) (.23) (.33) 
Sumy -1.03*** -2.24*** -1.23*** 

 (.24) (.28) (.40) 
Ternopil' -.34** -1.05*** -.78** 

 (.15) (.28) (.38) 
Vinnytsya -.73*** -1.43*** -1.11*** 

 (.15) (.23) (.33) 
Volyn -.57*** -1.76*** -1.36*** 

 (.16) (.20) (.45) 
Zhytomyr -.70*** -1.77*** -1.37*** 

 (.19) (.30) (.46) 
Constant .65*** 2.03*** .33* 

 (.08) (.13) (.18) 

AIC 7099 3480 1619 
Observations 1855 536 536 

Note: *p**p***p<0.01 

 Oblast-clustered standard errors 

 Population is per 100,000 

 The DV for Model 3 is ironic pro-R tweets 

 Model: Poisson 
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3. H1, H2 Without Correction for Irony 

 DV: Tweet is pro-Russia or pro-West 

 Pro-Russia Pro-West 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Habsburg Oblasts -.40** -.39** .26 .23 

 (.17) (.17) (.17) (.17) 
Novorossiya Oblasts .12* .23*** .02 -.14* 

 (.06) (.07) (.06) (.08) 
Population  -.09***  .13*** 

  (.03)  (.03) 
Constant -.97*** -.80*** .98*** .74*** 

 (.05) (.07) (.05) (.07) 

AIC 6742 6735 6555 6538 
Observations 5633 5633 5633 5633 

Note: *p**p***p<0.01 

 Oblast-clustered standard errors 

 Population is per 100,000 

 Model: Logit 
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4. H3, H4 Without Correction for Irony 
We do not have a fifth model because we ignore ironic tweets in this analysis. 
 

 DV: Count of Pro-West Tweets 

 Daily Daily Weekly Weekly 

 (1) (2) (3) (4) 

Pro-R .16*** .11*** .05*** .04*** 

 (.02) (.02) (.01) (.01) 
Lag of Pro-W .09*** .07*** .03*** .03*** 

 (.01) (.01) (.002) (.003) 
Habsburg Oblasts  -.53***  -.67*** 

  (.08)  (.15) 
Novorossiya Oblasts  -.29***  -.20 

  (.06)  (.13) 
Population  .32***  .23*** 

  (.03)  (.09) 
Constant .34*** -.12* 1.34*** 1.12*** 

 (.04) (.07) (.06) (.13) 

AIC 7398 7074 4361 4219 
Observations 1855 1855 536 536 

Note: *p**p***p<0.01 

 Oblast-clustered standard errors 

 Population is per 100,000 

 Model: Poisson 
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5. Mapping Tweets 
In the following figures, circles are pro-West tweets, exes are pro-Russia. 
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